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SUMMARY

This report compares the impacts of fiue
d,ifferent uentilation strategies on the ouerall
energy consumption of superínsuløted, houses
in the Northwesteyn United States. The
strategies examined qre: ( 1 ) natural uentílq-
tion, (2) balanced uentilation with an air.to=
air heat exchanger, (3) exhaust uentilation
withaut hea,t recouery, (4) exhaust uentilation
connected to a heqt purnp to prouide space
heating, ønd ( 5 ) exhaust uentilation con-
nected to a heøt pump to heøt domestic
water, A modifìed Tlansient System Simu-
lation I?RNSyS/ resid,entiøl loød model
íncorporating the Lawrence Berheley Labora-
tory (LBL) infiltratíon mod,el, and ø modified
?ÃNSY,S domestic hot water model, are used
to simulate the energy consumption asso-
ciated with each strategy. The domestíc hot
water model is used, to determine the amount
of useful heat supplied by øn exhaust uentila-
tion heat pump øs ø function of hot water
demand schedule and storage tanh size. The
simulations are made for cittes with: (1) a
moderate coastal climate, (2) a windy cold
climate, and (3) a calm cold climate. They
show thøt totøl energy consumption (space
heat + domestic hot water) can be reduced by
9 to 277o by using mechanicøl uentilation
sysúerns with heat recouery. These sauings,
compared with energy sauings of 18 to 27Vo
achieued by superinsulating the sarne houses,
índicate that the choice of uentilation strategy
can haue a significant effect on energy con-
sumption. The comparisons also show that for
the æme effectiue uentilation rate, houses
with mechønical uentíbtion systems (espe-
cially those with exhaust fans) høue uniform

uentiløtion and therefore better indoor ai.r
quality.

Key words: air.to.air heat exchanget, com-
puter simulation, domesúic water heating,
exhaust air heat pump, heat recovery, me-
chanical ventilation, space heating.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past ten years, significant efforts
have been made to tighten and insulate houses
to consen¡e energy, However, tightening the
envelope of a house has an important irnpact
on the ventilation of that house, and there-
fore on its indoor air quality. Conventional
houses in the United States haye leaky
envelopes, such that ventilation is provided
naturally, namely by infiltration driven by
wind and stack effects. As the building
envelope is tightened to reduce the average
infiltration, the infiltration (natural ventila-
tion) can become very low under mild
weather conditÍons, possibly causing indoor
air quality problems [1].

To meet the combined goals of reducing
the heat loss due to infiltration and rnaintain-
ing acceptable indoor air quality, different
strategies can be employed. A common
strategy employed in the United States.is to
tighten the envelope so ¿rs to obtain a given
average natural ventilation rate (e.g-, 0.5 ait
changes per hour). A more sophisticated
strategy is to tighten the house as much às
possible and install a mechanical ventilation
system. There are several options for this
strategy, all of which require a rather tight
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building envelope. The most popular option
in the United States is to install two balanced
fans whose air streams are connected via an
air-to-ai¡ heat exchanger. In this system, flow
rates are set to provide a given average ventila-
tion rate, and the incoming outdoor air is
preheated by the exhaust air stream. Another
mechanical ventilation option, commonly
used in Scandinavian countries, employs an
exhaust fan with heat recovery. The exhaust
fan depressurizes the house, drawing outdoor
air into the house either through lealçs in the
envelope or through specially designed vents.
The heat is recovered from the exhaust stream
by coupling it to a heat pump that can be
used either for space heating or for domestic
water heating l2l.ln some instances exhaust
fans are used without heat recovery, simply to
provide a more uniform ventilation rate.

Our goal in this study is to examine the
impacts of these ventilation strategies on the
total energy consumption of single-family
residences located in three cities in the north-
west United States. The cities chosen include:
(1) a moderate coastal climate, (2) a windy
cold climate, and (3) a calm cold climate.
Using an hour-by-hour residential building
simulation model, rve shall examine five
ventilation strategies: (1) natural ventilation,
(2) balanced ventilation with an air-to-air heat
exchanger, (3) exhaust ventilation without
heat recovery, G) exhaust ventilation con-
nected to a heat pump that provides space
heating, and (5) exhaust ventilation con-
nected to a heat pump that heats domestic
hot water.

VENTILATION

Natural ventilation (or infiltration) is

ventilation rate as a function of weather con-
ditions [8,4]. In this model, the equation
used to add the ventilation rates obtained
from wind speeds and temperature differences
is:

Qoat = (8*u¿2 * 8.t".r2)l/' (f )

where

Q¡at is the natural infiltration 1m37fr¡
Qwina is the infiltration rate due to wind

effect (m3/tr)
Qstacrr is the infiltration due to stack effect

(mYh).

In the case whe¡e natural ventilation is
supplemented by a mechanical ventilation
system, eqn. 1 takes the form [5, 6]:

Qøt= (8n.t2 + Qurrua2) 
L/2 * Qa' Q)

where

Stot is the total infiltration (m1tr)
Qrr,¡rr is the air-flow rate of an unbalanced

fan (m3/h)
8¡"r is the air-flow rate through a balanced

fan'system (m3/h).

Equation 2 shows that balanced flows add
simply to the total infittration, whereas un-
balanced flows add in quadrature. The reason
for this is that unbalanced flows change the
internal pressure of the house and therefore
interact with wind-induced and stack-induced
flows.

Balanced-flows mechanical ventilation sys-
tems have two air streams driven by a supply
fan and an exhaust fan. The two streams are
usually connected by means of an air-to-air
heat exchanger which transfers heat from the
warm air stream to the cold air stream with
little or no mixing. One problem with these
systems is that the moisture contained in the
exhaust air stream sometimes freezes in the
core of the heat exchanger. Another problem
is that ventilation effectiveness is often
reduced by short-circuiting of exhaust and
intake air streams within the house (i.e.,
unless the air streams are ducted, re-entrain-
ment may occur, thereby preventing full
mixing) [7,8].

Exhaust ventilation systems usually de-
pressurize the house with a single exhaust
fan, thereby sucking outdoor air into the
house through the building envelope (In
supertight Swedish houses, vents a¡e placed in
the envelope to allow air intake). In principle,
exhaust ventilation systems have several
advantages over balanced air-to-air systems:
(1) an exhaust system does not require supply
ductwo¡k because fresh air enters the house
through leaks distributed ove¡ the entire
envelope rather than through a single fan, and
(2) ventilation peaks and valleys are less
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air into the house. We shall use the average

ventilation rate to describe this quantity'r wind
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pronounced for an exhaust system because it
ã¿¿. itt quadrature with natural infiltration'
The stratãgy employed in the Scandinavian

countries to extract heat from the exhaust

stream is to use a small heat pump that
provides either space heating or domestic

water heating' Although such a device can

extract a large amount of heat from the

exhaust air (possibly cooling it below outdoor
temperature), its major disadvantages are its

complexitY and high initial cost'
The main purpose of ventilation is to

minimize the concentration of contaminants
in the indoor air. For a given contaminant
source strength (i.e., rate of contaminant
generation), the steady-state concentration of
õn"t contaminant is proporbional to the

inverse ventilation rate, implying that the

auerage contaminant concentration is propor-

tional to the auerage ínuerse ventilation rate'

Because indoor air quality is iriversely propor-

tional to the average contaminant concentra-

tion, we shail use the inuerse of the auerag3

inuerse ventilation rate as a measure of the

indoor air quality resulting from different
ventilation strategies. This quantity shaJl be

referred to as the effectiue uentilation rate:

ee,r='/(tå/,) (s)

As a second measure of indoor air quality,
'we shall use the statistical spread of the

effective ventilation rate, which describes

the expected fluctuations. The spread of a

log-normal distribution is analogous to the

stã¡¿arA deviation of a normal distribution
and is defined as:

is the spread factor (dimensionless)
is the ventilation rate (ach)
is the number of points (dimensionless)'

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

To evaluate the five ventilation strategies,

we chose to simulate each of the strategies in
a superinsulated ranch-style house lgl at

three sites: Portland, Oregon (2840 Heating

Degree Days ('C)), which has a moderate

.oÃt"t climate, Missoula, Montana (4603

HDD ("C)), which has a cold calm climate,
an¿ Greai'îdh, Motttana (4497 HDD ('C)),

which has a cold windy climate' For each of
the strategies' we performed an hour-by-hour
simulation of energy consumption and

ventilation rate using TMY (Typical Meteo-

rological Year) [10] data for each site' One

addiiional simulation was performed for each

site for a naturally-ventilated house that
follows typical new construction standards'

This simulation allows us to compare the

energy impacts of different ventilation
strategies with the energy impacts of super-

insulaling a house. The base case for all
comparisons is the naturally-ventilated super'

insulated house. (The detailed specifications
for all houses are provided in the Appendix')

The ventilation rates used for the different
o provide the same

by assuring that the
s were equal. The

effective leakage areas of the houses (a
parameter that describes the air tightness of a

Ëuilding envelope, see ref. 3) were chosen to
reflect ìunent building practice. The values

chosen for the naturally ventilated houses,

?00 cmz for Portland and Missoula, and 500

cm2 for Great Falls, provide a typical average

ventilation rate, namely 0.5 air changes per

hour for the effective ventilation rate' For
the mechanically-ventilated houses, volues

regarded as typical for supertight construction
were used to anive at an effective leakage area

of 150 cm2. The fan flows of the mechanical

ventilation systems were then adjusted to
¿u¡sure the same effective ventilation rates for
alt strategies (i.e., the same as for the

naturally-ventilated houses)'
For the fifth ventilation strategy' ¿ìrl

exhaust fan with a heat pump used to heat

domestic water, it was necessary to simulate

the hot water demand, inasmuch as the

Få) r'" å) l" (4)

s
a
n

For a given effective ventilation rate, the

frequency of occurrence of low ventilation
rateì, and concomitant poor air quality, will
increase as the sPread increases.

From the energy perspective, the impor-
tant quantity is the total flow rate of outdoor
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demand and the size of the storage tank deter-
mine how much of the required energy can be
supplied by the heat pump. The major param-
eters are: (1) daity hot-water demand profile,
(2) total daily hot-water demand, and (3)
tank size. For our comparisons we chose two
typical tank sizes, two total hot-water
demands, and three daily demand profiles to
determine the amount of hot-water heating
that could be supplied by the heat pump.

COMPUTER SMULATION

An existing computer simulation progxam
called TRNSYS (Transient System Simula-
tion) [11], developed at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, was chosen for com-
paring the different ventilation strategies.
This program ïvas chosen because it is also
well-suited for examining other waste heat
utilization strategies for residences. The
proglam consists of a central differential
equation solver and a set of independent
component modules that can be intercon-
nected for simulating a particular system,
thereby allowing a high degree of fiexibility.
Of particular interest to this comparison of
ventilation strategies are its residential load
model and its domestic hot water model.

Residential load model
In TRNSYS, the residential load model

consists of a roof model and a zone model
(see ref. 10) that uses the ASHRAE response-
factor method to calculate heat transfer
through the envelope [12]. We replaced the
air infiltration model used in the TRNSYS
zone model with the infiltration model devel-
oped at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)
(see refs. 4 and 5).

Typicat Meteorological Year (TMY) hourly
weather tapes were used for each site. The
reduced weather data consisted of : (1) direct
normal solar radiation, (2) total horizontal
solar radiation (standard year corected),
(3) dry-bulb temperature, (4) dew-point tem-
perature, and (5) wind speed.

The following assumptions were made to
simplify the analysis:
. the house was modeled as a single zone;
. the crawlspace walls were not insulated and
the c¡awl space leas assumed to be at outdoor
temperature;

o framing of walls and floors were not taken
into account for heat-transfer calculations;
¡ overhangs \Mere not modeled;
. furnishings were not included (i.e., small
thermal mass);
o area ratios of wall surfaces were used to
determine view factors for calculating radia-
tion exchange;
o beam radiation through windows assumed
to strike only the floor;
o heating setpoint was 20 oC.

The internal gains were specified separately
for people and equipment. It was assumed
that four people occupy the house and add an
average of 65 W sensible heat and 55 W latent
heat per person (activity level 2 from Table
18, Chapter 26, 1981 ASHRAE Handbooh of
Fundamentals). It was also assumed thatTÙVo
of the sensible heat gain from people is

radiative. Appliances and lighting were
assumed to deliver 4000 kwh/year distributed
evenly over the yeat, 25Vo of which is radi-
ative gain and 75Vo of which is convective
gain. Standby losses from the domestic hot
water tank were also included as internal
gains.

For the ventilation strategy that uses an

exhaust fan with a heat pump for space
heating, $¡e assumed that the heating coeffi-
cient of performance (COP) is 3.0 and that it
delivers 920 W. We also assumed that the heat
pump output o1. 920 W includes any heat
recovered from the 100-W fan. For the
ventilation strategy using an air-to-air heat
exchanger we made the following assump-
tions: (1) the heat exchanger has a seasonal
heat transfer efficiency of 65% (including
freeze-defrost cycles) [13], and (2) it has two
50-W fans, the supply fan located downstream
and the exhaust fan located upstream of the
heat exchanger core. Thus, 50 W times (1 +
0.65), or 82.5 W, is recovered when the fans
operate during the heating season.

Domestic hot water model
The existing TRNSYS water-heate¡ model

has a solar collector system as a heat source.
This model has been modified to substitute
the heat input from an exhaust air heat pump
for that supplied by a solar collector. \üith
this substitution, the heat rejected at the
condenser of the heat pump and the flow rate
of the hot water loop must be specified. The
condenser heat rejection was obtained from
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the specifications of a commercially available
heat pump, and the water flow rate was deter-
mined from an average heat rejection and the
size of the heat exchanger at the condenser.
Heat-exchanger design parameters (i.e., UA-
value a¡rd flow velocity) have to be taken into
consideration for this calculation. The input
data for the simulation runs are presented in
the Appendix.

For all domestic hot water simulations,
the following assumptions were made:
. the storage tank is fullY mixed;
o the storage tank is located in the heated
section of the house and heat losses occur to
T=20"C;
o the feed-water temperature is constant over
the year at 13 'C;
o the daily hot water demand profile does not
change over the course of the Year;
. the heat input from the exhaust air heat
pump is either zero (off) ot 920 W (on);
o the heat pump can heat water up to ?-'* =

55 "C;
o the minimum hot water delivery tempera-
ture required is 60 "C (with the temperature
boost provided by an electric resistance

heater);
. the dead band for the water temperature
controller at the condenser of the exhaust-air
heat pump is 4 oC.

Although we know that assumptions 2, 3
and 4 a¡e not quite valid, they were made to
keep the level of detail on a prir with the
other simulations. Limited data from a study
on domestic hot water energy consumption
indicates that seasonal variations in the energy

consumed to heat water can be as high as 4OVo

[14]. These variations a¡e due to feed-water
temperature variations, stand-by loss varia-

tions (approximately 46Vo of. water heaters in
the United States a¡e located in unheated
spaces), a¡rd variations in the amount of hot
water consumed (increases approximately
207o increase in winter). These effects could
easily be incorporated in our present simula-
tion framework.

The fifth assumption, that the heat input
from the heat pump is constant, is reasonable

as long as there are no substantial variations
in the temperature at the evaporator and/or
condenser of the heat pump, and as long as

dynamic effects are minimal. The evaporator
tãmperature is constant if there is no night
setback and if the design temperatures suc'
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cessfully avoid freezing on the coils. On the
other hand, the condenser temperature
depends on the storage tank temperature,
which depends on the hot water demand
schedule and the size of the ta¡rk. From
manufacturer's compressor data [15], how-
ever, the heat output (450 W nominal input)
varies only 17Vo when the storage tank (i.e.

condenser) temperature is reduced from
60 'C to 32.2 "C at a constant evaporator
temperature of. 4.4 "C. The COP increases

from 2.7 to 3.7 and the compressor input
drops by about 17Vo. Taking these considera'
tions into account, we assumed a constant
value for the heat supplied by the heat pump
as a reasonable first'order approximation.

The sixth assumption helps make the
simulations more realistic, that is, we set an

upper limit of 55 'C for the temperature at
which the heat pump was turned off and used

an electric resistance heater to provide the
heat required to bring the water up to the
60 "C delivery temperature. This limitation
stems from the operating characteristics of
the small heat pumps cunently available. The
useful lifetime of the compressors drops off
very quickly as the condenser temperature
(and therefore the refrigerant pressure) in-
creases. Thus, the heat pump cycles on and
off depending on the storage tank tempera-
ture.

The exhaust-air heat pumps used for space

heating and domestic hot water were both
sized by calculating the amount of heat that
could be extracted from the exhaust air
without causing freezing at the evaporator of
the heat pump. For a superbight house with
an exhaust ventilation system, the fan flow

,rate is 150 m3/h. Choosing an exhaust-air
temperature drop of 11 K to avoid freezing,
and using the above flow rate, we obtain
approximately 550 W of heat from the
exhaust air. For space heating v/e assumed a

heating COP of 3.0, but for water heating the
COP is lower due to the higher temperature at
the condenser. With a COP of 2.5, a- con-
denser heat output of approximately 920 W
results.

Three different hourly hot-water-demand
profiles were used for the simulations. These
are the Rand Corporation (RAND) profile,
The National Solar Data Network (NSDN)
profile [16], and an extreme profileinwhich
SOVo of. the totat daily demand occurs during
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Our simulations assume year-round opera-

tion of the exhaust fan, but do not tahe into

account the possibility of the heat pump

being used to provide sþace cooling during

itr. "t.,-*"t. tt the indoor temperature

"*ceeds 
a certain comfort level (e'g'' 26 "C)

the air flow from the exhaust fan could be

thermostated to ïeverse, thereby supplying

space cooling as well as hot water heating'
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Fig. 1. Hourly profiles of domestic hot water con

suírption;(a) RAND, (b) NSDN' (c) extreme'

one hour of the day (see Fig' 1)' The two

total daity hot water demands and storage

tank sizes chosen come from ¡ef' 16 and are

listed in the Appendix. Varying these param'

eters changes the hourly temperature profile

ài tn" storage tank, and thus the on-time of
the heat PumP.
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TABLE 1

Results of residential load model simulation, Portland, Oregon
)era-
mto
ump
tring
¡ure
'cl
be

ving

Case number*

0 1 2 ö 5

Average ventilation rate
(ach )

Effective ventilation rate
(ach )

Spread of effective
ventilation late (Vo)

Space heating consumption
(kWh/year)

Water heating consumption
(kWh/year)

Ventilation system
consumption (k\üh/year )

Total heating consumption
(kWh/year)

Relative consumption
percentage (Vo)(to Case 1)

38

00

o.52

0.49

6? 90

5330

12110

118

0.62

0.49

38

4960

5330

1 0290

100

0.50

0.50

3 250

5330

490

9070

88

0.50

0.50

ó

4450

5330

880

1 0650

ro4

8

0.50 0.50

0.50 0.50

2230 4450

5330 2830

880 880

8430 8160

82 79

Õ

and
1-

:ing
mg)
eer-

to
An
rhe
:nly
:mg
lses
nto
and
.ary
:er-

*Case number:
0 new medium-tight house, no mechanical ventilation;
1 superinsulated medium-tight house, no mechanical ventilation (base case);
2 superinsulated, supertight house, with air-to-air heat exchanger;
3 superinsulated, supertight house, with exhaust ventilation but no heat recovery;
4 superinsulated, supertight house, with exhaust ventilation and air-to-air heat pump;
5 superinsulated, supertight house, with exhaust ventilation and air-to-water heat pump.

pollutants which have threshold limits on
exposure (such as organics), periods of low
ventilation are clearly undesirable. However,
the effects of pollutants for which integrated
exposure is the major risk (such as radon) do
not depend on the spread of the effective
ventilation. Comparing percentage fluctua-
tions for the exhaust air systems with those
for the balanced system (case 2), we see that
the exhaust systems are consistently better,
especially in the windier Great Falls climate,
undoubtedly because of the stronger weather
dependence of balanced systems.

If we now tum to the bottom line, we see

that houses using mechanical ventilation
strategies $'ith heat recovery consistently
consume less energy than houses that rely on
natural ventilation. We also see that houses
using exhaust ventilation strategies with heat
recovery consume less energy tha¡r houses
using the balanced flow strategy, except in
Missouia where the balanced flow strategy

provides slightly better results than the
exhaust air-to-water heat pump. This finding
can probably be attributed to the fact that
the weather is less variable in the Missoula
climate, making the larger weather depen-
dence of the balanced system less important.
The two heat-pump stüategies provide com-
parable savings, although the air-to-water
strategy (case 5) has the advantage of being
more easily adapted to provide space cooling,
thereby promising even larger energy savings.

To put these energy savings into perspec-
tive, they should be compared with the
energy savings achieved by superinsulating a

house. Comparing cases 0 and 1, \,ve see that
superinsulating these houses reduces their
enerry consumption by 18 - 2!Vo.If we now
look at what can be achieved in these houses
by adding mechanical ventilation systems, lve
find that the savings ¿ue comparable, 12 -

2LVo. (Although less tl;,on 20Vo of the house-
holds in the region have space-cooling equip-
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îABLE 2

Results of residential load model simulation, Missoula, Montana

TABLE

Results

Case number*

0 1 2 3 4 5

Average ventilation rate

lach)
Effective ventilation rate
(ach)

Spread of effective
ventilation rcte (Vo)

Space heating consumPtion
(kWh/year)

Water heating consumPtion
(kWh/year)

Ventilation system
consumption (kWh/Year)

Total heating consumPtion
(kWh/year)

Relative consumPtion
percentage (Vo)(to Case 1)

0.51

0.49

37

1 2630

5330

17950

120

0.51

0.49

37

9640

5330

14970

100

2t7

0.50 0.50

0.50 0.50

691 0 91 70

5330 5330

880

12670 15370

85 103

0.50 0.50

0.50 0.50

2

61 70 91?0

5330 2830

880 880

LzBlO 12880

83 86

Averag,
(ach)

Effecti
(ach)

Spread
ventila:

Space I

(kwh/:
Water l

(kÏvh/:

Ventil¿
consur

Total I
(kwh/:

Relatir
percen

*Case

0 nen¡

1 suP,
2 sup,
3 sup,
4 sup
5 aup

0 4300

*Case number:

ment, we should note that by including space

cooling, these percentage savings would be

someïvhat higher t17l )'
A cross-comparison of savings for space and

wateï heating for houses using different
ventilation strategies is presented in Fig' 2,

which compares the a¡rnual energy bills for
houses heated by gas and by electricity, with
gas-heated houses assumed to have gas wâtel
heaters. The local energy prices used axe 4

cents/klryh for electricity and $5.69/GJ for
gas. Gas space and water heaters are assumed

to have a 707o efficiency and electric space

and water heaters are assumed to have IOOVo

efficiency. This comparison shows that the
tota-l bill (space heat + domestic hot water) is

reduced by 9 - 277o, or in absolute values,

$2? - $98 per ye¿ü, for superinsulated houses

employing mechanical ventilation systems

with heat recovery compared to naturally
ventilated superinsulated houses. An exhaust
system without heat recovery yields slightly
negative savings because of the costs of fan
operation; however, the system assures better

indoor air quality. The savings in an all-

electric house are larger for heat pump

systems and favor an air-to-ïvater heat PumP,
whereas for a gas-heated house located in
Great Falls, an air-to-air heat exchanger
system yields slightly higher savings than do

treat pump systems. The higher savings for
the heat exchanger in the gas'heated Great

Falls house is due to the higher electricity
consumptions of the heat pumps compared
to the heat exchangers. All of the results in
Fig. 2 could be combined with first-cost
esãimates for the ventilation systems and

additional house tightening to determine the
cost effectiveness of the different strategies'
As the overall consumptions for Missoula a¡e

compalable to those for Great Falls, the
heating costs were also comparable.

The results plesented in Tables 1 - 3 for
the exhaust air heat pump supplying domestic
hot wate¡ are for the most representative hot
water situation (NSDN profile, total hot
water demand 232 kglday, 266 liter tank)'
Many other combinations of dema¡rd profile'
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TABLE 3

Results of residential load model simulation, Great Falls, Montana

Case number*

0 1 2 4 53

.*

.50

!70

830

80

2880

0.53 0.53

0.49 0.49

47 47

1 2680 9620

5330 5 330

1 8010 14940

721 100

0.48 0.49

0.48 0.49

5

?01 0 8800

5330 5330

450 880

12790 15010

86 100

o.49 0.49
Average ventilation rate
(ach)

Effective ventilation rate
(aeh)

Spread of effective
ventilation :ate (Vo)

Space heating consumPtion
(kWh/year)

Water heating consumPtion
(kWh/year)

Ventilation sYstem
consumption (kWh/Year )

Total heating consumPtion
(kWh/year)

Relative consumPtion
percenüage (Vo)(to Case 1)

13 55

0.49 0.49

6210 8800

5330 2830

880 880

12410 12510

83 84

0 0

*Case number:
0 new medium-tight house, no mechanical ventilation;

echanical ventilation (base case) ;

-to-air heat exchanger;
aust ventilation but no heat recovery;
aust ventilation and air-to-air heat pump;
aust ventilation and air-to-water heat pump
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o
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for
Cos. O Cos.1 Co¡.2 Cosc 3 Cqsc 4 Co:c 5 (b) Cora O Cos. I Co!. 2 Co!. 3 Cosc 4 Cqs' 5

Fig. 2. ComParison of costs for space and water heating for different ventilation strategies; (a) all-electric, (b) gas

space and domestic hot water, Cases: 0, new medium'tight house' no mechanical ventilation; 1, superinsulated

medium-tight house, no mechanical ventilation (base case); 2, superinsulated , supertight house, with air-to-air

heat exchanger; 3, suPerinsulated, supertight house, with exhaust ventilation but no heat recoverY; 4, suPer'

insulated, supertight house, with exhaust ventilation and air-to'ai¡ heat pump ; 5, superinsulated, suPertight house,

with exhaust ventilation and air'to'water
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TABLE 4

Results of domestic hot water si¡nulation

Demand profile

RANDA NSDNb Extremec

Total demand (kglday)

Tank size (l)
232

265

296

114

232*

266

296

tL4
232

265

296

7L4

Heat pump heat (kWh/day)

Jacket heat loss (kWh/day)

Compressor running time
(h/day)

Minimum tank temperature
('c)
Percentage of hot water
heating supplied by heat
pump (7o)

r2.5

2.0

I4

50

85

14.1,

1.1

15

81

lr.4
1.9

12

78

11.1

1.0

l2

29

64

10.3

1.8

11

35

71

4146

8.5

1.0

I

27

49

deman
down
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storage
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The
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heat-pr
output
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only 4
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ture is

aRAND = Rand Corporation, relatively flat profile.
UNSDN = National Solar Data Network, 40Vopeak at 08:00
cExtreme = 80Vo peak at 0 7 :00.
* = the most representative case (used in Tables 1 - 3).
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kg/day, 265 liter lank

--- 296 kg/day, 114 liter lank

CONCLtota-l demand, and tank size were tested, the
results of which are presented in Table 4.

The combinations of total demand and
tank size shown in Table 4 represent the
extremes of the largest tank in combination
with the smallest demand, and the smallest
tank in combination lvith the largest demand.
The results for all other tank-demand com-
binations will be in between these two. For
the Rand Corporation profile, a small 114-
liter tank allows the heat pump to provide
more than 80Vo of. the daily domestic hot
water energy demand for both total water
demands. The heat pump runs 14 - 15 hours
per day. A plot of the storage-tank tempera-
ture over a24-hout period, in Fig. 3(a), shows
that the heat pump is able to maintain a

constant temperature in the storage tank,
with a minimum value of 46'C. As mentioned
in ref. 16, however, this profile gives overly
optimistic results; the hot water draw peak
occurs between 19:00 and 20:00 and is only
1-l.6Vo of the total daily hot water demand.

The NSDN profile is claimed to be the
most representative demand profile (see ref.
16). For this profile, the demand peak is
39.2V" between 08:00 a¡rd 09:00, and the
heat pump runs approximately 12 hours per
day, supplying 64 -787o of the total energy

r (h)

Fig.3. Storage-tank temperature over time; (a)

RAND, (b) NSDN, (c) extreme.
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demand. The storage-tank temperature drops
down to 29 oC, for the smallest tank and a

high total demand. (See Fig. 3(b) for a plot of
storage-tank temperature for a 24-hour
period.)

The last demand profile was used to study
the dynamics of the hot water system under
extreme demand conditions. The reason for
examining this profile is that the exhaust'air
heat-pump water heater has a much smaller
output than conventional water heaters,
implying that supply-demand mismatch may
be significant. The results of the simulations
with this profile indicate that a very large
storage tank is necessary to provide the
required water temperature with an auxiliary
heater of reasonable size. Because of the long
periods with no hot water demand, the heat
pump run time is small (9 - 11 h/day), and
only 49 -71Vo of the tota.l energy is supplied
by the heat pump. During the large demand
peaks the storage-tank temperature drops as

low as 21 oC. Transient storage-tank tempera'
ture is plotted in Fig. 3(c).

CONCLUSIONS

Our first set of conclusions from our com'
parison of ventilation strategies relates to the
total air flow and indoor air quality resulting
from each strategy. We found that all of the
mechanical ventilation strategies examined
provided more uniform ventilation rates than
natural ventilation, implying lower total air
flow and better indoor air quality. For the
same effective ventilation rate, the mechanical
ventilation strategies have fewer periods of
low ventilation, implying a lower chance of
indoor air quality problems. On the other
hand, the excess ventilation exttemes ¿ue

Iower for the mechanical ventilation strate-
gies.

The ventüation comparisons of the strate-
gies also confirmed that exhaust ventilation is

less weather-dependent than balanced ventila-
tion, suggesting that it provides better indoor
air quality. This conclusion, that exhaust
ventilation systems provide better indoor air
quality than balanced ventilation systems,
does not even take into account the short
circuiting that can occur when balanced
systems a¡e not fitted with ductwork.

The most important conclusion to be
drawn from this investigation is. that me-
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chanical ventilation systems not only provide
better ventilation, but can reduce energy
consumption significantly. The energy saved
by installing a mechanical ventilation system
with heat recovery, I - 2LVo of the total
heating bill (space heating + water heating), is
comparable to the energy saved by super-
insulating a house. This finding holds true
even in the extreme climate of Great Falls,
Montana (4500 HDD "C).

We can also conclude that exhaust ventila-
tion with heat recovery is a viable ventilation
altemative for single-family residences,
providing better indoor air quality and larger
energy savings than balanced ventilation
systems. Other questions to be explored are

how the large first costs associated with heat
recovery for exhaust ventilation systems can
be reduced, how these systems compare in
other climates (such as those that have large
cooling loads), and how an exhaust-air heat
pump can be used to iecover other forms of
waste heat (e.9., dryer vents, refrigerator
exhaust).
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TABL

Dome

Tank
Heat I

Ratio
Input
Flow:
Total
Feed.
Maxin
Minir
Heat ¡

House type

Location

Floor area (m2)

\{indow area (m2)

Slope of roof
Volume of living space (m3)

Thermal capacitance (kJ/K)

Ranch-style, single-story, wood-frame construction

1) Portland, OR, latitude = 45.6", HDD = 2840 "C

2) Missoula, MT, latitude = 46.9o, HDD = 4603 "C
3) Great Falls, MT, latitude = 47.5", HDD = 4491 "C

126

13.6

74"

306

7 600

House

New construction Superinsulated

Ceiling insulation (Wim 2K)

'irt¡all insulation (W/m T{.)
Floor insulation (W/m2K)
Windows (W/m2K)

Doors (W/m2K)

0.19
0.46
0.3 0
double glazed
3.0
o,

New construction

0.16
0.24
0.30
triple glazed
2.0
0.9 7

Superinsulated Supertight

Effective Leakage Area (cm2) 500 - 700*

*500 is for Great Falls, 700 is for Portland and Missoula

500 - 700* 150
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TABLE A-2

Domestic hot water system specifications

{ir-
¡íth
7L-
ey,

rlli,
tey

tt4 - 265
1.0
2.7 6
920
400
232 - 296
72.8
55
60
4
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)tr'

lar
lar

rt,
rd,


